“Cinderella’s Glass Slipper”
Laurie Aaron
Laurie Aaron Frog Inc.
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About the chair Laurie says, “I thought no better woman to pay homage to
than “Cinderella”, A magical chair to bestow her one wish!!!”
Laurie Aaron is the quintessential fashion devotee. Her discerning style is sought after by those who
demand well cared for lifestyles. Her insights to fashion were developed early on. Laurie’s acumen
in color, form and textile, bridges all mediums. A keen sense of aesthetic for just the right
personality, is distinctly Laurie. Her undeniable commitment to all things beautiful reflects her
authentic work.
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“The Kiss”
Marti Evans
Evans Design Associates, Inc.

The piece of art entitled “The Kiss” by Gustav
Klimt was the inspiration for this chair!
Marti Evans, owner of Evans Design Associates, Inc., is a graduate of Michigan State University.
After graduating with a BA in the Study of Interior Design in 1982, Marti located to Southern California
practicing in restaurant and hospitality design. In 1988 Marti was recruited from California to work in
Tokyo, Japan, where her desire for world exploration gained momentum. Traveling throughout
Southeast Asia and Australia, Marti helped liase with both Japanese and Australian architects to
design projects including a world class 5 star resort in northeast Queensland.
Upon returning to the states, Marti launched her own design practice in 2000. Marti has created
a unique sensibility which she applies to all her projects, including underlying commitment to
excellence, distinctive style and exceeding client expectations. She attributes her ability to
understand and execute each client’s individual needs because of her own diverse experiences in
adapting and appreciating different cultures and environments.
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“the O Chair”
Jeffrey Rogow
Jeffrey Rogow Custom Upholstery

“Being able to give back is aweinspiring. It’s exciting to know
that my chair design was
inspired by one cause and will
benefit another.”
This chair’s symbolic, O-Shaped back and the words on the seat and back convey
Rogow’s message- that ovarian cancer must be caught early. Symptoms often go
unnoticed, but the examination of CA 125 levels can lead to early detection. Jeffrey
got his start in Broadway set design: during that time he became well known for
building the boot from the Broadway hit Cats and soon recognized his passion for
revamping and designing chairs of all kinds. Jeffrey is passionate to the point of being
known as a “heartisan,” he approaches every design with the individual aesthetic in
mind. His firm has been a part of the South Florida community for over 40 years.
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“The Great Lakes Chair”
Steve Grafton
Grafton Furniture Manufacturing

“Helping children is rewarding for all parties involved. We love the cause and take pleasure in
giving back to the community. We are happy to donate a chair and raise funds.”

Grafton Furniture was born in 1964 in a small workshop limited to reupholstery. Our humble beginnings have grown to a design lab and a production
facility in Miami, Florida which now exceeds 20,000 sq. ft.
We take pride in providing our clients and design professionals with the most
versatile custom-crafted furniture in South Florida. Hand-made in America, our
focus is on maintaining the highest quality standard and attention to detail
while manufacturing your design dreams. We look forward to exceeding all your
expectations. Anything is possible at Grafton Furniture.
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“Heart Rules but Always use Your Marbles”
Lianne Day- Marble of the World
Tom Daugherty- T Square Construction

Tom Daugherty
General Contractor
T Square Construction

Lianne Day
Marketing
Marble of the World

Marble of the World
Since 1985, Marble of the World has been Florida’s leading resource for exotic natural stone
tile, slabs, Italian porcelains and accessory items. With three locations in Miami, Fort
Lauderdale, and Palm City, Marble of the World is dedicated to providing excellence in
product and service to professional and homeowner clients. In addition to their customer
dedication, Marble of the World is steadfast in its commitment to community and children’s
charities. Taking inspiration from outdoor play and colors that inspire creativity, their bench
features glass tiles in vivid hues surrounded by serene white marble creating a seat that sparks
the imagination. www.marbleoftheworld.com
T Square Construction
Tom Daugherty is a State Certified General Contractor. Tom has been a resident of South
Florida for over 40 years. He’s a Graduate of Florida International University with a Bachelor
of Business Administration degree in Construction Management. PA and LEED Certified, he
has performed over 200 remodels and buildouts for residential and commercial units.
Please visit www.t-squareconstructionservices.com

A big Thank You to Gus from US
Stonecrafters for fabrication!

“Kisses and Cuddles”
Frances Herrera
Frances Herrera Interior Design
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Child Size Chair

Before Photo of Chair

We recently completed a bathroom
design at the newly built Sam’s Cottage
at the Kidsanctuary Campus.. It was such
a gratifying experience, I would like to
continue supporting this amazing
organization and continue to make an
impact on the lives of unfortunate foster
kids. All children deserve a life filled with
love and endless “Kisses & Cuddles.”

Since 2002, Frances Herrera Interior Design has provided clients with sensible, uniquely tailored
solutions to recreate their spaces as a functional, luxurious havens. Frances is most recognized for
her ability to create welcoming, harmonious, sanctuary-like homes that feel timeless and refined.
Frances works as a team with her clients to first learn about their personalities, style and passions
and secondly their requirements, so when her work is done, the space is reflective of them, not us.
Unlike other designers who stamp their projects with their signature or trademark, Frances
Herrera only leaves behind a clean, contemporary, customized design that our client can own
completely. It is, after all, their home. Residential and Yacht Interior Design services are offered
throughout South Florida and New York City.

“ Passion & Fashion”
Alexandra Karram
Alexandra Karram Interiors Inc.
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Alexandra’s growing desire to make a difference in children’s lives inspired the idea behind this seat. Creating a
safe and loving environment means everything to these beautiful children and she wishes to spread this message.
The Chair: Children are our Pearls, our greatest jewels. The many authentic, freshwater pearls draped across this
unique seat symbolize the countless children in need. The polished aluminum, mirror-like chair creates a reflection
where the viewer is encouraged to look beyond themselves and to imagine the many children who need our help. We
need to enable these young children to succeed and inspire them to fulfill their dreams.
The Designer: Alexandra Karram is an interior designer recognized by her unique and contemporary designs. She
studied at the Art institute of Fort Lauderdale, while single-handedly starting her own design firm in Boca Raton,
Florida. Renowned for her distinctive style and discriminating taste, Alexandra Karram is an interior designer who
focuses on ultra-contemporary designs in residences and commercial spaces. Currently as the owner of Alexandra
Karram Interiors, Inc. for over twenty years, Alexandra has become a notable professional in the industry. Passionate
about giving back, Alexandra’s ultimate love is helping children in need. A place where she could design and do what
she loves while changing the lives of children was a dream for Alexandra which came true through Kid’s Sanctuary.
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“Raw Expression”
Alicia Kingsley
Alicia Kingsley Design

Alicia Kingsley Design is distinguished by a timeless aesthetic that celebrates architectural
details while marrying old and new to create rooms that are unique and a thoughtful reflection of
those who inhabit them. A signature style that is polished with a touch of whimsy and is appreciated
for finding one-of-a-kind pieces that live in balance with style and function.
Alicia has a discriminating sensibility and meticulous creative process, and has been described as
being 'ahead of her time'. Curating the finest and most rewarding client experience, while delivering
smart design, is always at the forefront of her mind.
Alicia has a background as a professional dancer in film, television, and theater, as well as a Radio
City Rockette. Whether inspiring an audience with a choreographed piece of art, or procuring a
lasting fingerprint in interiors, she is mindfully passionate about creating a meaningful
performance and a more purposeful lifestyle through interior design.
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“The Cindy Chair”
Pilar Gray Benitez
Artist- Pinecrest Miami

Interest and ability in art began in childhood with the encouragement of family.
After entering college, my art materials of choice became acrylic and oil paints.
However, the academic rigors of architecture school and the later necessities of
earning a living and raising children required me to interrupt and postpone until
another time the pure pleasure of painting. Painting is a very liberating activity for
me. I feel no constraints nor limitations in pursuing the composition. Abstract
painting encourages this type of unrestricted freedom of thought. Painting has
become for me a metaphor on how to live life; fearless, passionate and a joyful
journey.
The title of the entry is “The Cindy Chair”. I was honored when Leandro Mora
asked me to paint his chair for such a wonderful charity. It is a beautifully
designed chair by Leandro. This chair is very special, it is dedicated to Leandro’s
mother in law who recently passed. She was a wonderful loving mother of
Michelle his wife. The chair has soft contours and elegant proportions. The chair
had to maintain it’s elegant line but also communicate the special bond between
mother and daughter. To communicate this bond, Pilar Gray depicts an ocean
sunset, a field of wild flowers and a coral reef in an abstract format. The intense
natural beauty becomes a metaphor for the intense beauty of the maternal
bond.
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Charles Bryant
Designer

“ Venus”
Charles Bryant
Charles M. Bryant LLC
Matthew Donna- Artist

Matthew Donna
Artist

"When you like a flower,
you pluck it, but when you
love a flower, you water it
every day - - all who
understand this,
understand life." - - Lord Buddha
I have worked as a designer since 1970, starting in D.C., then to
Florida in 1982. Educated at UVA in history and in law. Work in
a family design business convinced me that this profession was
my career. My work has been published, and I am experienced
in residential and commercial design.

.

The chair for this event was created by myself and my partner,
Matthew Dona, the artist, Cruz. Cruz is a working artist who
designed and painted the fabric and the chair frame. He had
his first juried show at the age of 16, and is continually creating
new work.
Special Thanks to: Jeffrey Rogow Custom Upholstery
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“The Bull Chair“
Student Chair
Maria Otalora
Art Institute Student
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Inspired by the work of artist Dale Chihuly, this salvaged
piece was painted in the style of this renowned artist.

“Chahairly”
Noel DeBrick
Artist – Bradenton
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“The Dancing Ice Cream Chair”
Leah Keitz and Jane Casden

Leah Keitz, FIFDA
Interior Designer
Leah Keitz Design

Jane Casden

The Dancing Ice Cream Chair evolved as a result of Leah and Jane wanting
to honor the memory of Munroe Udell, late owner of Jaxson’s Ice Cream
Parlor in Dania, Florida. The fond memories shared with their parents and
their own children at this unique establishment was all the inspiration
that was needed.

Special thanks to Jeffrey Rogow, our “Heartisan”
Leah Keitz, FIFDA, DSA, a transplanted Floridian from Pennsylvania recently visited
the landmark restaurant in Dania, Florida. While sharing a hot fudge sundae with
her husband, the vintage chair used throughout the space sparked memories of
family and friends sharing this same experience over the last 35 years at Jaxson’s
Ice Cream Parlor.
The recent passing of the original owner of Jaxson’s, Moe Udell, a man who loved
his work and greeted every customer with a cheery hello, sparked Leah’s desire to
create a chair to honor his memory. This was the inspiration for “THE DANCING ICE
CREAM CHAIR”.
Moe’s daughter, Linda Zakheim, was kind enough to donate the valuable chair
because in her words, “my dad loved kids.”
Jane Casden, a client and dear friend had also experienced many visits to Jaxson’s
with her family over many years and was deeply moved by the KidSanctuary
Campus cause. As a result Jane collaborated on the chair.
(read The Story of Jaxson’s Ice Cream Parlor on the back)
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“The Dancing Ice Cream Chair”
Leah Keitz and Jane Casden

The Story of Jaxson’s Ice Cream Parlor
Born in 1928 Munroe Udell, moved to Hollywood, Florida with his family
soon after World War II. At the age of 28, he decided to open an ice
cream store on Federal Highway, North of Stirling Road where the famous
Jaxson’s Ice Cream Parlor and Restaurant is still located. When it opened
in 1956, the store occupied half the space it now fills. The ice cream was
made daily and the fresh food prepared to order. The hungry public
flocked to this unique presentation of quality food and especially for the
ice cream.
Prior to the 1964 Civil Rights Act, Monroe ignored segregation laws in
hiring and service. He was a man ahead of his time. The store was
expanded in the 1960’s and continued upgrades of both the space and the
equipment were achieved in the 1970’s. South Florida became a mecca
for northerners escaping the cold and with the influx of both year round
residents and seasonal visitors, Jaxson’s flourished.
Monroe’s hard work and tireless attention to the quality of his product,
the ambience of his store and his welcoming presence has left a legacy of
which he can certainly be proud. Monroe passed away recently and his
daughter, Linda, works tirelessly to continue the story of “Mo” Udell and
his mission of offering the finest food and Ice Cream possible to Jaxson’s
fans, long standing and new.
Jaxson’s Ice Cream Parlor has been recognized for excellence by:
“The Food Network” Top Five Cool Quencher
“Bon Appetit”
“Southern Living”
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“Into the Deep”
Monique Lassooij
Artist- Miami, Florida

Monique Lassooij

"My vision is to maintain the
integrity of my art while deleting
as much superfluous detail as
possible. Telling all of the story
can be fun, but most of the time
it is just distracting. I hone in to
the details that inspire me to
create“.
Monique Lassooij was born and raised in The Netherlands and moved
several years ago to Miami, Florida.
Her work explores the paradox in modern pop culture and society. Images
which often appear easily understandable evidence an underlining dichotomy,
sometimes interjected with humor, but which can sometimes suggest
emotions less discernable and welcoming.
Currently she is working on the “Proprietary Innocence” series. She noticed
that children nowadays have a different way to communicate through a little
box. But if you distract them, they look at us from under their eyebrows,
almost expressionless, sometimes slightly annoyed, disturbed by our invasion
of their privacy.
Special Thanks to Decorative Crafts and Carol Teti-Kessler for sponsoring this
entry!
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“Fantôme Mystique”
Sonia Lise Longchamp, ASID

Interior Design Director, Sklar Furnishings

With over 30 years of experience in the interiors
field, Sonia Lise Longchamp, oversees Sklar
Furnishings design department. A graduate of the
Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale, a professional
member of ASID and a Florida licensed designer,
Sonia has a wide range of experience both
residential and commercial. She has won multiple
awards for her work including 2014 ASID Design
Excellence Awards, Gold & Silver Prism Awards
from Gold Coast Builders Association, and ASID
Medalist and Distinguished Service Awards.

This chair is an interpretation of the
Kartell Louis Ghost chair in Crystal. This
Louis Ghost is outlined in bright white
LED neon (remotely controlled) and
draped with a white sheer fabric to
create a "Mystic Ghost" effect. Not all
ghosts are scary. With this whimsical
interpretation, you are introduced to
one meant to engage and amuse.
Designed to bring about a fanciful
smile and giggle, you'll be transported
to an imaginary place in your mind
where you'll ponder the age-old
question and happily conclude that
"Yes. I DO believe in ghosts!"

16 “Traveling in all the Right Circles”
Andrea Maxim
CHAIRTOBEBOLD

Before Picture
KidSanctuary takes a child from a negative environment and places them in an environment which
is positive, supportive and nurturing hence the children are now “Travelling in All the Right Circles”
for a bright and successful future. KidSanctuary is a wonderful organization that truly cares about
the welfare of each child. What we had as children growing up we took for granted not realizing that
so many did not have this opportunity. I am very impressed by this organization and felt I could
contribute to KidSanctuary by designing a chair for the Take a Seat Fundraiser event which would
help generate funds for this organization so they may continue to do the wonderful work with the
children in our area.
Andrea designs Art You Can Sit On. “I hunt for used, worn out and antique chairs and make them
into beautiful statement pieces of art to enhance any room in your home. All chairs are rebuilt from
the inside out and covered in covered in high end limited run fabrics.
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Elizabeth Zecca

“Dream Keeper Chair”
Caroline Baer Rogow
Elizabeth Zecca
Panache Designs, Inc

Caroline Rogow

We exist for the Kidz; all children are our
precious Angels, perfect in their innocence.
We watch as these Angels adjust to and thrive
in the Human Condition. We are their
constant reminder that they are The Shiny
Starz. We provide drawerz to stash their
Dreamz in their very own special places just
for them to peek at as needed. We make it
eazy to pull out a dream, a star, when those
dreary moments rudely appear. Just open
drawer and out pops that Star.
Directions: Breath in fairy dust infusion and
watch as the world continues to be the
beautiful place it iz. We sing: “Catch a falling
star and put it in your drawer and save it for a
rainy moment”> Life.
Caroline is the current President of the IFDA
Florida Chapter and a great success in building
the group to include many professions that relate
to interior furnishings. Elizabeth is our President
Elect and has served various positions in the
Chapter.
Special Thanks: We thank Jeff Rogow Custom Upholstery for his golden hands.
AND Special thanks to Rocky the Refinisher!
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Marsha Koch,
Interior Designer
Picture Pretty Interiors
Boca Raton

“Le Canapé Clic-Clac”
(French Convertible Sofa)
Marsha Koch and Ellie Caimano

Ellie Caimano,
President
Caimano Interiors, Inc.
Singer Island

Le Canapé Clic-Clac (French for Convertible Sofa)
This tres chic sofa is perfect for a pampered pet, be it a poochie
or kitty. Designed and fabricated by Ellie Caimano and Marsha
Koch it can be rolled from room to room or lifted to rest on your
own sofa, chair or bed so your pet can be comfy and close to you
wherever you may be. Untie the corners and it folds flat! It even
comes with a coordinating fashion accessory. OO La La !

Eleanor Caimano, President of Caimano Interiors Inc., Singer Island, Florida
From concept to completion Ellie Caimano has been serving her clients’ interior design needs for
over 40 years. Caimano Interiors Inc. is a well-respected interior design, project management and
consulting company based in Singer Island. Currently Ellie oversees all phases of her clients
projects treating their homes as if they were her own.
As one half of Caimano Designed Interiors, she worked alongside her husband James (Jim)
Caimano ASID as they built a successful design firm beginning in the 1960’s..

Marsha Koch IFDA, Picture Pretty Interiors, Boca Raton (www.pictureprettyinteriors.com and
www.decordreamsandschemes.com )
Interior Design has been Marsha’s passion for over 30 years. Marsha strives to design, coordinate
and implement all phases of her clients’ projects. Whether contemporary or traditional, she
always endeavors to design homes her clients will enjoy for years to come
During the past eight years Marsha has also partnered with Eleanor (Ellie) Caimano of Caimano
Interiors. Together they have successfully completed many beautiful projects. Marsha can also be
found writing her decorating blog Décor Dreams & Schemes www.decordreamsandschemes.com
or blogging for www.ifdaflorida.com.
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“Summer Act #23”
“MaiYap”
Artist- Miami, Florida

Medium: Palette Knife acrylics over a handmade
“Saman Samanea” or sugar wood chair from the
island of Java, Indonesia. This chair is part of
MaiYap’s environmental abstract collection. They
show nature in motion while geometric shapes
represent mankind intrusion and all its
consequences.
ARTIST STATEMENT
Mai’s art career has been dedicated to study nature in its many forms, from seeds to
landscapes. It was only natural that she turned her attention to its preservation. To better
express her concerns, she utilizes a combination of abstract expressionism and geometric art all
done with palette knives instead of brushes.
Her environmental abstracts depict nature in motion while geometric shapes represent
mankind intrusion and all its consequences. Pollution, resources depletion and habitat loss are
only just few examples. The large curves are connections between nature and man which have
been slashed by violent cuts. The numerous layers of paint are revealed solely through these
cuts, which are a reflection of how we can only unravel the truth by digging deeper and taking
action.
MaiYap is a Chinese Panamanian artist, art instructor and consultant living in Miami, Florida.
She produces high quality innovative paintings that bring happiness and environmental
awareness. She is a self-taught master colorist with 25 years of experience. Nature has always
been her inspiration. She paints using oils in a variety of techniques, ranging from realistic
flowers painted with traditional brushes, to landscapes and abstracts done exclusively with
palette knives. MaiYap received her education from the University of Georgia, where she
earned a degree in Advertising and Graphic Design. She currently teaches art at Fairchild
Tropical Botanical Gardens.
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“Shine Bright in this
Royal Throne”
Andy Perez
Capitol Lighting

Andy Perez
Andy Perez has been in the home furnishings business for more than 20 years. As the sales
manager of Capitol Lighting’s flagship store in Boca Raton, he “Makes Lives Brighter” every day. He
loves working with designers, contractors, builders and discerning home owners to help illuminate
the home of their dreams. From his newly renovated showroom, Andy leads a team of dedicated
lighting and home furnishings professionals.
Inspired by the Kid’s Sanctuary and Capitol Lighting’s mission of “Making Lives Brighter,” Andy
created a comfortable chair with added elements of pizazz by incorporating sparkling crystals to a
fun and beautiful deep purple fabric. And to truly make lives brighter, he mounted an LED light
below the seat to cast a lovely glow, making this the perfect throne for any King, Queen, Prince or
Princess.
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Laurie Planamento

“Mina’s Major Assurance”
Laurie Planamento
Assured Title & Trust, Inc.

Great Grandmother Mina always gave shelter to those in need. One of
my passions is to see all children sheltered and loved. My profession
Assures their home is not taken away. My “seat” is created with the
prayer that all children only know a suitcase for their joyful journeys.

Laurie is a qualified licensed Title Insurance Agent with over 30 years of direct experience in the real
estate industry and as a native of Florida, Laurie has seen how the industry has evolved and where it
is headed. Prior to starting her title insurance business, Laurie spent 18 years as a mortgage loan
officer and realtor. Laurie is a leader in her industry and now focuses on the settlement and closing
of commercial and residential real estate transactions.
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“The Three Angle Chair”
Student Chair
John Leon
Art Institute of Ft. Lauderdale
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“The Rio”
Robert Rionda
Peeples Rionda Interiors
www.peeplesrionda.com

Most important, I've become familiar with the incredible services provided by Kids Sanctuary.
It's a privilege to join other designers and raise money for this great cause. On a professional
level, the event has inspired me to design a small indoor/outdoor seating collection. There is so
much great outdoor furniture in the market, but I hope to offer pieces that look just as great
indoors.
The Rio Chair reflects my preference for classic designs that are equally fit for modern, traditional,
and transitional interiors. It was inspired by Brazilian and Italian Midcentury design but also has
more traditional details such as the fabric patterns and trim. The vibrant color combination of aqua
and orange was selected for sunny South Florida, and it suitable for both indoor and outdoor use.
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“Champion”
Beverly Stewart
Vicki Kirsner

Vicki and Beverly
Beverly had an inspiration, when she saw a large
carousel horse while browsing in an antique
store. With the idea of delighted children on a
carousel, we knew that our “seat” had to be for
children and represent a very happy moment in a
child’s life. “Champion” is the little horse that we
found in the upstairs back corner of an antique
store in Lake Worth. He was not very attractive
and was even described as scary because of the
way he was painted. With TLC he was transported
to the home of Artist John Ianniello, where he
was carefully transformed into the happy,
delightful Champion you now see. This little
horse represents the champion inside of all of us.
With encouragement, coaxing and determination
we overcome obstacles in our path to become
the true champions we all are.
Vicki and Beverly are both Licensed Interior Designers and Board Members of the
IFDA Florida Chapter. Beverly is the immediate past president.
A Very Special Thank You to: John Ianniello – Artist www.Muralsandmoreart.com
John took the time to paint “Champion” into a beautiful piece of art. John has a degree in Fine Art
and has attended the School of Visual Arts in New York. Starting as a graphic designer he was
promoted to Art Director of a major software corporation. He developed his artistic painting skills
and combined them with mural painting experience. Murals and More was founded in 1966. He
now flies around the country doing residential and commercial projects, both interior and exterior
projects.
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“”The Golden Chair””
Wanda Gozdz
Golden Age Living LLC

"SIT UPON ME…the GOLDEN CHAIR” I am durable, comfortable and functional. I'm light weight so carry
me effortlessly. I have arms so use me to rest your arms and then leverage yourself and feel sturdy when
you are ready to rise. My tailored seat and backrest will provide hours of comfort and enjoyment. My
golden "bamboo" frame compliments any room including those in the KIDSanctuary where more grown
up activates may occur; or those growing can climb and curl up on someone's lap. I was created by The
Senova Seating Company. Thank you for the Honor and privilege to participate in this event and to make
a difference in the life of a child.
Wanda Gozdz is President of Golden Age Living, LLC who’s mission is to empower multigenerational
people to live independent quality lives in their home and work environments. Her goal is to inform
consumers on what changes they need to make in order to adapt their homes to their lifestyle and to
educate professionals that serve the senior market on how to help their clients and their families
“Aging in Place.” Gozdz is an NAHB-Instructor for the Certified Aging in Place and Universal Design.
She is author of "Sensible Smart Tips for Living in Your Forever Home".
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“Abby”
Melissa Torres
HoneyBee Designz

The name came about due to the memories that were built throughout the years of Melissa’s
childhood with her dad. “I wanted to incorporate my happiest childhood memories with my dad,
into my new creation - Gumballs!” –Melissa Torres
Her father Abby has since passed May 28, 2015.
HoneyBee Designz is an interior design firm that specializes in custom residential home designing
and custom furniture. We also, have a showroom that showcases some of our custom furniture
pieces and designer home accessories. HoneyBee Designz design contemporary, functional,
comfortable, and sculptural pieces that are manufactured here with in the United States. We
strongly believe in, customer satisfaction and helping our clients visions come to life. We are always
being inspired by nature, science, technology, materials, fabrics, and other designers. “It’s not by
what you see, it’s by how you perceive it.” –Melissa Torres, Executive Interior Designer.
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“Radiance”
Sarah Zohar
Sarah Z Designs

Sarah Z Designs is a family owned business founded by Sarah Zohar, specializing In interior design,
construction and home automation. “ Besides the fun and artistic factor, we are creating a chair
to give kids a chance to be inspired to give back to our community, and be part of a great
movement and event.”
Sarah graduated from the Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale, and has completed exclusive projects in
areas including Miami Beach, Bal Harbor, Sunny Isles, Aventura, New York City, and The Hamptons.
Sarah is an expert in taking a dream and turning it into a reality for all of her clients. Such ability
allows her to deliver the perfect blend of art, fun, energy, uniqueness and extreme talent in every
project she works on. Her priority is to present an honorable commitment to excellence, by
providing dynamic and first class innovative design services.
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“The KSC Chair”
Leandro Mora
Furniture Designer-Miami

Leandro Mora Designs is a Miami-based interior architectural
and furniture design firm with over 10 years of experience in
high-end custom wood cabinetry and Interior design solutions
for residential and commercial properties throughout the
United States and Latin America. Leandro Mora grew up in
Buenos Aires, Argentina where his grandfather instilled in him
a passion for art. After high school, Leandro pursued his
degree in Interior Design and Architecture, developing a
better concept of the construction industry and modern
computer design technology. Today, Leandro is the owner and
president of both Coral Gables Custom Design furniture
company in Miami, Florida, as well as Leandro Mora Designs.
His greatest strength is his unique knowledge of both
construction and design details.

“Going Full Circle”
Elaine Westman
Chair Centric
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Her name is not only indicative of the patterns
of the fabrics chosen for this beauty, she is a
Cinderella story. Apparently, in her former life,
although it seemed she was cared for, probably
went thoroughly unnoticed in a corner for all
those years. Now, transformed and deservedly
so, she will be the object of attention and
conversation in any room she is placed."
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“Rooted in Love”
Student Chair
Emily Ferry
The Antisocial Butterfly

I have always had a passion for art
and creation, and to be able to create
and share my work for a good cause
will be a great Honor and privilege.

Note: Emily is our youngest participant at the age of 15! So amazing to have her entry!
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Chair created
By Russ Ruffino

Russ Ruffino
Interior Designer

“A Time Out for Gilligan”
Sylvia Wallace
Russ Ruffino

Sylvia Wallace
Owner, Wallace Style

We are an Interior Design Firm and Home Furnishings Showroom in Deerfield Beach.
The intracoastal location of boutique shops and restaurants was selected for it’s
personification of our coastal living lifestyle as well as our desire to be active
members of a community. With a clear understanding of the benefits of supporting
local charities, we look forward to participating in the Auction for KidSanctuary
Campus.
Russ Ruffino has been a sought after Interior Designer for 25 years. His clients are
from all over the world. Ruffino Design Projects include hotels, restaurants and
residential both in the United States and Internationally. Russ’ ability to transform
an existing space or create a new one from scratch is special and unique to every
client. “The beauty of design is contrast; old with new, smooth with rough shiny
with matte. You want your home to look as if you shopped the world, not just one
design trend or period”.
Sylvia is a retail professional with 30 years in the business of fashion, home and
.
design. She has been both behind the counter as a store manager, a sales rep, and a
business owner. As an owner she developed client relationships that have endured as
the owner of Antiques & Country Pine in Ft. Lauderdale (1993-2005) to her new
company Wallace Style. Her ability to stay current with the trends in home
furnishings, decor, color and lighting is exceptional.
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“The Fortuna Seat…
not the Destination,
the point of Departure”
Pepe Villegas
Mark Harrison

The Fortuna Seat. .. not the Destination, the point of Departure.
The Fortuna Seat is inspired by the paper fortune teller of our childhood and
developed by applying the concept of rethinking and repurposing for its evolution.
The Seat is the point of departure for imagination and considers the fleeting dreams
and desires of children who get to have a playful, loving and safe environment. The
Seat is a one of a kind archetype of the evolving Fortuna collection. At this level the
Fortuna Seat is an uplifting piece of conversation, of contemplation, with the delicate
interactive objective of being treated as a newborn child.
The Team:

Pepe Villegas

Pepe Villegas- a native son of Puerto Rico, began a love affair with
the arts that would take him from the haIls of universities, to the
cover of magazines, and of the walls of some of the most
prestigious galleries and museums. A self taught artist and Pratt
Institute School of Architecture graduate, Mr. Villegas' creative
journey is renowned for the embodiment of a sublime process of
unveiling beauty in the unconventional. Artist Pepe Villegas is the
founder of ARTKTR, a functional art collaborative and experimental
platform based in Miami.
Contact: Pepe@pepevillegas.com
www.artktr.com
Mark Harrison- a Senior Mortgage Lender with Guaranteed Rate. A
Florida native he has been involved in South Florida Residential
development since 1986. He has specialized in residential lending
for 26 years financing single family residences and project rollouts
including the first Condominium Conversions to New Build
Communities. He has financed properties statewide here in Florida,
as well as, financed clientele nationwide from New York to
California. Contact: Mark.harrison@guaranteedrate.com
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Special Recognition to Artist-Illustrator, Lars Walkling. A special
Thank You to Louis Canales
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“GR8SAVE”
Jim Planamento
Tony Planamento
We Insure Group

Jim and Tony Planamento
Father and son

Goaltending, has always been a passion of mine. We have been
fortunate to share this passion with our son, Tony. Tony continues with
the "family tradition", passing on his knowledge and love for the game
coaching young players from "Squirts" to "Midgets".
For over 20 years I've shared the sport of hockey with a number of
young people through The Florida Scholastic Hockey League (FSHL). The
FSHL allows young adults to seek their passion of the sport and
represent their high school.
This seat is a tribute to two former members who we lost at far too
.early an age, Mike Gullman (#7) and Dylan Dawson (#8). Our seat
represents our love for hockey and a wish that all children experience joy
and live their passion.
Special thanks to Jeff Rogow of Jeffrey Rogow Custom Upholstery
for all of his many talents.

